
INSTANT SALT CUTTER will neutralize and cut down road salt on vehicles and equipment better than anything 
else in your shop. The ultra-concentrated formula means more cleaning power per gallon and less damaging salt on 
your equipment!   INSTANT SALT CUTTER utilizes a specially engineered, industry leading formula that was born 
in the harsh marine environment of the South Pacific, this “KDS” technology isn’t just for boats though.
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Use INSTANT SALT CUTTER to remove and neutralize harmful roadway salt build up from your car, truck, trailer, 
equipment or building. Safe to use on siding, windows and fixtures and anything else that comes in contact with 
roadway treatment chemicals (Salt / Brine). Ideal for use on snow removal vehicles, will remove salt build up and 
grime from the entire salt / brine treatment system (Hopper, chains, spreader disks).
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PRODUCT NUMBER              CONTAINER SIZE           UNITS PER CASE           CASES PER PALLET

BSALT-S            32oz.    8    72
BSALT             32oz.    12    72

BSALT-1           1 US Gal.    4    60
BSALT-5           5 US Gal.    1    36
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SPRAYER
SPRAYER Features & Benefits

• Also acts as a rust retardant and removes surface 
    rust from many metal surfaces.
• Extremely low impact on the environment and waterways• Extremely low impact on the environment and waterways

• Also acts as a rust retardant and removes surface 
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• O�ers leading dilution values with leading raw 
    material quantities averaging 25% 

• Blends surface-active agents, which quickly break 
    down salt and dirt, which is then rinsed away
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• Blends surface-active agents, which quickly break 
    down salt and dirt, which is then rinsed away

• Born in the South Pacific but is `Made in America`
    for maximum salt removal in all conditions

• Can be used as an engine flush, salt remover and 
    general grime removing cleaner

• Biodegradable and environmentally safe with an
     industry leading PH Neutral chemistry

• Non-hazardous / Non-toxic
• Safe to apply to any surface  
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